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Harness the power of Neo4j to perform complex data analysis over the course of 75 easy-to-follow
recipes

About This Book

Rapidly build your data analysis application over Neo4j with ease●

Transition from RDMS and other NoSQL databases to Neo4j●

Learn to effectively scale your Neo4j installations to millions of nodes●

Who This Book Is For

If you are already using Neo4j in your application and want to learn more about data analysis or database
graphs, this is the book for you. This book also caters for your needs if you are looking to migrate your
existing application to Neo4j in the future. We assume that you are already familiar with any general purpose
programming language and have some familiarity with Neo4j.

What You Will Learn

Access the Neo4j graph database from any language of your choice, whether it is Java, Python, Scala, or●

.Net
Understand how to migrate data from different types of data stores such as SQL and NoSQL with ease●

Utilize and learn data modeling best practices●

Use and mine social data, whether it be from Facebook, Twitter, or LinkedIn●

Deal with geospatial data and build services such as bounding box queries and nearest point of interest●

Visualize Neo4j graphs by customizing available tools or writing your own tool●

Scale Neo4j with up to billions of nodes and edges●

In Detail

Neo4j is an open source graph database written in Java. Graph databases provide an excellent way to get
richer insight into data and lower the bar for entry into the data science world. Starting with a practical and
vital introduction to Neo4j and various aspects of Neo4j installation, you will learn how to connect and
access Neo4j servers from programming languages such as Java, Python, Ruby, and Scala. You will also
learn about Neo4j administration and maintenance before expanding and advancing your knowledge by
dealing with large Neo4j installations and optimizing them for both storage and querying.

This is a practical guide full of examples and Neo4j recipes. The recipes are well explained with code
samples that are updated for the latest version of Neo4j.
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From reader reviews:

Randy Johnson:

Have you spare time to get a day? What do you do when you have more or little spare time? Sure, you can
choose the suitable activity intended for spend your time. Any person spent their very own spare time to take
a move, shopping, or went to typically the Mall. How about open or perhaps read a book allowed Neo4j
Cookbook? Maybe it is being best activity for you. You recognize beside you can spend your time using
your favorite's book, you can smarter than before. Do you agree with it is opinion or you have various other
opinion?

Sunny Weaver:

Book is to be different for every grade. Book for children until eventually adult are different content. As we
know that book is very important normally. The book Neo4j Cookbook was making you to know about other
know-how and of course you can take more information. It is rather advantages for you. The guide Neo4j
Cookbook is not only giving you far more new information but also to be your friend when you experience
bored. You can spend your current spend time to read your book. Try to make relationship together with the
book Neo4j Cookbook. You never truly feel lose out for everything in case you read some books.

Deborah Fishman:

Neo4j Cookbook can be one of your basic books that are good idea. Most of us recommend that straight
away because this e-book has good vocabulary that could increase your knowledge in language, easy to
understand, bit entertaining but nonetheless delivering the information. The author giving his/her effort to
place every word into pleasure arrangement in writing Neo4j Cookbook but doesn't forget the main level,
giving the reader the hottest and also based confirm resource facts that maybe you can be considered one of
it. This great information can easily drawn you into brand-new stage of crucial imagining.

Louella Rape:

A lot of book has printed but it differs from the others. You can get it by world wide web on social media.
You can choose the most effective book for you, science, comedian, novel, or whatever simply by searching
from it. It is known as of book Neo4j Cookbook. You'll be able to your knowledge by it. Without departing
the printed book, it might add your knowledge and make anyone happier to read. It is most essential that, you
must aware about guide. It can bring you from one destination for a other place.
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